Embark for Total Rewards
Move to excellence in employee experience

Design a Total Rewards experience that sets you apart from your competitors and drives
engagement, by combining our cutting-edge employee experience platform Embark and
award-winning communication experts with your employee data to create a highly personalized
Total Rewards experience for your workforce.
Smart and simple

A personalized Total Rewards experience for your workforce

Help employees understand and
appreciate their Total Rewards, while
giving HR critical insights and tools
for better decision making.

Engaging by design

Future focused

Deliver an experience, don’t just provide
information. Connect your people with
personalized content and data that
motivates them to learn and act. Adapt
content to meet the varied language
and culture needs of your organization.
Customize the look and feel of the
software to your brand and make an
emotional connection that resonates.

Help your people make educated
decisions based on complete, accurate
rewards data drawn from multiple
systems. Create momentum with your
employees to proactively manage their
participation in your programs.

Integrated and actively supported
View, print, research and analyze
data, update site content, and deliver
targeted emails with a state-of-theart administrator module for HR that
improves program engagement and
drives desired behaviors.

Embark for Total Rewards
Power the talent experience with consumer-grade features they expect.

Personalized
Show each individual’s Total Rewards
package across equity, benefits, base
and variable compensation, retirement
and savings plans, voluntary benefits
and more, in an easy-to-understand
format.

Dynamic
Leverage automated data feeds and
multimedia tools so your employees
can quickly access their information.

Convenient
Accessible 24/7 from any location,
desktop or mobile, including responsive
designs for mobile devices.

Come explore the Willis
Towers Watson difference.
Willis Towers Watson is always
exploring new paths to discover
solutions that change the world.
We are not content with the
status quo. We actively seek out
new approaches that challenge
prevailing notions about people,
companies and work.
Create your next competitive
advantage with the powerful
combination of software, data and
advice from Willis Towers Watson.
Visit us at willistowerswatson.com/
EmbarkForTotalRewards

Global
With no language or currency
limitations, our clients have successfully
used our software in more than 90
countries and 40 languages.

About Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson (NASDAQ: WLTW) is a leading global advisory, broking and solutions company that helps clients around the world turn risk
into a path for growth. With roots dating to 1828, Willis Towers Watson has 45,000 employees serving more than 140 countries and markets.
We design and deliver solutions that manage risk, optimize benefits, cultivate talent, and expand the power of capital to protect and strengthen
institutions and individuals. Our unique perspective allows us to see the critical intersections between talent, assets and ideas — the dynamic
formula that drives business performance. Together, we unlock potential. Learn more at willistowerswatson.com.
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